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Blockchain Research No.232: NFT Liquidity Solutions and Regulation 

Abstract 

 

While we have seen successful promotion and application scenarios of NFT technology in 

areas like social media and entertainment, NFT financialization continues to lag 

decentralized finance (DeFi) in terms of development. This is a cutting-edge issue in urgent 

need of solutions. Wanxiang Blockchain’s Research Report Issue 158, “NFT 

Financialization Framework”, explores the reasons for the current shallow financialization 

of NFTs and provides a theoretical framework for improving the efficiency of NFT price 

discovery and circulation and enhance their financial function.  This article outlines NFT 

investors’ pain points in terms of access to liquidity, as well as existing liquidity solutions, 

their shortcomings, and several innovative solutions proposed by Paradigm.  Finally, we 

discuss recent regulatory developments in NFTs. 
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Chapter 1 NFT Investor Pain Points 
 

A glance at the liquidity of NFT products as measured by transaction volume and 

transaction value reveals significant variability – both over time and in terms of like-for-like 

comparisons.  First, we see that most NFT products often have good liquidity when first 

issued. Some may even sell out within hours amid frenzied buying. Yet, transaction 

volumes inevitably fall over time and many NFT products even wind up with zero buyer 

interest.  Nevertheless, there are unique NFT products that supported by consensus on 

their originality enjoy a consistent and stable trading volume.  Second, individual NFT 

products with varying scarcity and impact can experience uneven liquidity, even those 

belonging to popular collections that enjoy consistent, stable trading volumes.  The lowest 

price quoted for a single product in a collection is generally regarded as the floor price for 

that collection. The floor price has become a common indicator of NFT market value. 

 

The NFT market is a typical niche, long-tail market in terms of the number of participants.  

Figure 1 shows the monthly trading volume and the number of active users on the leading 

NFT trading platform, OpenSea.  The average number of traders for a single NFT is less 

than 1 – indicating that the NFT market is, to an extent, dominated by a small number of 

investors making bulk trades. 

 

 

Figure 1. Monthly NFT Transactions and Active Users on OpenSea (Data Source: 

Dune.xyz) 
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In light of the above conditions, NFT market investors generally adopt one of two 

investment models. The first entails short-term buys of NFTs with specific traits, waiting for 

them to appreciate and then selling them. The other model involves investing in well-known 

NFT products that have a stable trading volume to obtain long-term gains.  Those who 

employ the first model focus on eliminating information asymmetry to reduce the liquidity 

costs of acquiring NFT for future liquidation and tend to adopt a transaction model 

characterized by bulk acquisitions and pre-emptive orders. To meet the needs of such 

investors, marketplaces offer various tools for data analysis and alerts that allow them to 

search for, and snatch up, target products. These provide functionality like NFT rarity 

scores, product search and push notifications, as well as whale address tracking.  

Nevertheless more still needs to be done to reduce costs and increase the efficiency of 

volume trading for investors. As for NFT holders (Holders), the NFT products they own 

often have a high per-item price. At liquidation, there is a high barrier to counterparty 

participation. Assessing value also involves numerous private factors, and information 

uncertainty is high.  These factors result in inefficient price discovery and elevate costs in 

this process. Illiquidity and information asymmetry has led to pricing problems for NFT 

assets. And these pricing issues have resulted in a paucity of sophisticated and effective 

ways for collector-type investors with long-term NFT investments to access liquidity from 

the locked-in value of their NFTs or hedge the volatility risk of their collections. 
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Chapter 2 Existing Liquidity 

Solutions 

 
In addition to generic NFT trading markets, which offer auction mechanisms along the lines 

of general trading markets (e.g. OpenSea) and dedicated NFT trading markets (e.g. 

SuperRare) as well as various valuation and analytical tools to aid price discovery, three 

types of solutions to the liquidity problem have emerged specifically for NFT markets: 

⚫ NFT Liquidity Pooling Protocols 

⚫ NFT Fractionization Protocols 

⚫ NFT Lending Protocols 

 

1.  NFT Liquidity Pool Protocols 

 

Figure 2.  How the NFTX Protocol Works (Image Credit: Messari) 

 

NFTX and NFT20 are two classic examples of NFT liquidity pooling protocols.  As shown 

in Figure 2, they essentially build an NFT-FT liquidity pool that allows NFT users and 

investors to mint FTs (fungible tokens), redeem NFTs, and exchange NFTs. 

⚫ “NFT-FT” Liquidity Pools 

These are liquid asset pairs consisting of a set of NFTs paired with another set 

of FTs and managed by smart contracts.  NFTs in the same liquidity pool are 
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generally from the same collection and may even have the same set of 

properties.  The price of a single NFT is represented by a fixed amount of 

fungible tokens. This ratio is determined right at the outset when the liquidity pool 

contract is deployed and can only be modified after the fact through a DAO or 

other governance measures. 

⚫ Minting FTs 

A user deposits an NFT to a liquidity pool that supports it. FTs are minted by the 

smart contract and issued to the investor depending on the price ratio. As part of 

this process, the user relinquishes ownership of their NFT.  This is the 

equivalent of exchanging an NFT for fungible tokens. 

⚫ Redeeming NFTs 

Users can exchange a specified amount of fungible tokens for any NFT in the 

liquidity pool. When this happens, most of the tokens are destroyed while the 

remainder is distributed to stakeholders at a certain percentage.  However, 

‘redemption’ is not a suitable term for this operation because a user can only 

redeem the NFT they deposited if it has not already been redeemed by someone 

else, in which case the user is forced to pick from the remaining NFTs. 

⚫ Exchanging NFTs 

Users can combine the above two steps to exchange one NFT for another of the 

same collection. 

⚫ Pairing with Mainstream Cryptocurrencies 

Users can stake fungible tokens they mint in an “FT-mainstream FT” liquidity 

pool set up for their tokens by a third party automated market maker (AMM) or 

sell and liquidate their tokens directly on the AMM.  The NFT liquidity protocol 

increases the total value locked (TVL) of the FT-mainstream FT liquidity pool by 

incentivizing users to stake FTs by issuing governance tokens and a share of 

transaction fees.  This step introduces a permissionless, instant settlement 

liquidity path for FTs representing NFT prices.  However, it does not necessarily 

improve the efficiency of NFT price discovery or reduce liquidity costs. 

⚫ Buying and Selling NFTs 

Since fungible tokens minted by NFT liquidity protocols are listed on third-party 

AMMs and paired with mainstream cryptocurrencies (e.g. ETH), users can buy 

NFTs directly from these pools with cryptocurrencies. Conversely, they can also 

sell their NFT holdings for mainstream cryptocurrencies.  This is a good 
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example of the advantage of composability, underpinned by the smart contract 

which helps the user in the background to automatically exchange mainstream 

cryptocurrency and their tokens. 

The function of the NFT liquidity pooling protocol is to aggregate, average out and indicate 

the value of NFTs of the same collections and support liquidity through an FT trading 

market.  However, this forced consolidation of prices of different NFTs enables arbitrage 

opportunities and pushes the price closer to the floor price.  Holders of low-priced NFTs 

will be incentivized to sell them at the average price to bring down the price further, while 

any high-priced NFTs deposited will be swiftly snapped up by arbitrageurs for low prices.  

In response, NFTX has committed to establishing floor price feeds for the NFT market.   

But as the NFT liquidity pool price converges to the floor price, FT liquidity may start to dry 

up. Therefore, from the standpoint of improving NFT liquidity, this protocol is better suited 

to NFT collections with similar prices and stable demand, such as game assets with varying 

functions but similar rarity. Of course, the function of permissionless, instant liquidation 

may also attract some users who want to quickly sell high-value NFT products at 

discounted prices. 

 

In light of issues such as these, NFTX allows users to further subdivide a collection of NFT 

products to create a liquidity pool for each tranched set of NFTs.  This is a valid approach 

based on the proviso that the tranched NFT collection fluctuates in a small range around a 

mean value.  But as value distribution in the NFT market essentially adheres to a power-

law distribution, this averaging approach cannot be applied to NFTs whose value derives 

from extreme scarcity.  NFT20’s way of dealing with this is by additionally offering Dutch 

auctions for holders of high-value NFTs, allowing them to acquire a better price; however, 

this is a reversion to a less efficient model. 

 

2.  NFT Fractionization Protocols 

NFT liquidity pool protocols fail to preserve the value of collectors’ NFTs and, therefore, are 

unable to satisfy their needs.  NFT fractionization protocols address this with unique 

functionality.  Fractionization protocols such as Niftex, Unicly, and Fractional are simpler 

in principle. They allow NFT holders to stake NFTs to acquire tradable fractionalized FTs 

(shards) and sell a portion of them to other investors for mainstream cryptocurrency on 

AMM trading markets.  The NFT is locked in a smart contract as part of this process, and 

the ownership remains with the original holder. 

 

First, this solution satisfies the long-term investment or collection needs of NFT holders 
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and unlocks the liquidity of high-value assets. Second, it lowers the barriers to acquiring 

exposure to NFTs and allows more participants to bid on shards, thus facilitating the price 

discovery process for NFTs. 

 

One of the significant drawbacks of fractionalized NFT is the “All-or-Nothing” problem.  

When Alice stakes an NFT in a smart contract and fractionalises it, although nominally the 

ownership of the NFT remains with her, if Bob loses the private keys for some of the shards 

he holds or refuses to sell them back to Alice, she may never be able to redeem the stake 

and the portion of tokens Alice owns become an expensive white elephant.  This raises 

the conundrum of reconstitution after NFT fractionization. 

 

The buyout auction is one design that addresses this problem.  There are various 

approaches to buyout auctions, which we list below. 

⚫ Fractional supports multiple participants in buyout auctions. Bidding starts with 

the initiator and continues until the highest bid is reached. If the original NFT 

owner cannot bid any higher, they must relinquish their NFT. This imperceptibly 

raises the cost of ownership. 

⚫ Unicly uses a method of voting with shards to decide whether or not to accept 

an offeror’s buyout auction.  The NFT will be unlocked if the number of 

consenting votes exceeds a percentage initially set by the original NFT holder.  

Holders of shards can redeem their investment on a pro-rata basis. 

⚫ Niftex proposes a rejection buyout mechanism in which an offeror who owns a 

certain percentage of shards can trigger a buyout auction by making an offer 

(averaged to the price of a single shard but no lower than the current price). 

Speculators or shard holders who do not accept the buyout can block it by buying 

the bidder’s shards at the current price and reducing their share.  In the case of 

most NFTs, investors tend to accept buyouts to ensure a return, but there have 

been a few cases of NFT investors who hold a strong consensus rejecting buyout 

auctions. 

Buyout auctions alleviate the reconstitution problem to some extent, but they also have 

certain disadvantages.  For a start, buyout auctions have high capital requirements. For 

on-chain NFT transactions, the upper price limit on an order placed by an investor may be 

much lower than the total value of a single NFT, making it difficult to achieve the transaction 

volumes of reputable auction houses like Christie’s.  When NFTs are fractionalized, 

investors holding shards may have different positions and expected returns. This means 

reaching a consensus on how voting or the game process of a buyout auction works is not 

easy.  The original NFT holder may be forced to accept a buyout on terms lower than their 
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valuation. To address this, Fractional allows users to set a reserve price when staking NFTs 

so that buyout auctions below the reserve price are automatically rejected.  However, a 

reasonable reference mechanism for setting this reserve price is still lacking. 

 

3. NFT Lending Protocols 

Lending is a common financial tool for unlocking non-fungible assets and lending 

protocols for NFTs have emerged in the NFT market. NFTfi,  for example, offers a concise 

lending model: NFT holders can set up a lending contract with a counterparty, stake an 

NFT and obtain wETH or DAI from the lender.  The borrower can redeem their NFT by 

paying back the principal and any interest by the contract maturity date. However, if they 

fail to perform the contract, the lender can terminate it and obtain the NFT from the 

collateral pool.  This model relies on finding a potential investor for the particular NFT 

willing to accept the NFT as compensation in the event of a default. 
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Chapter 3 Innovative Solutions 
 

Of the three main types of liquidity protocols discussed above, NFT fractionization best 

meets the needs of long-term NFT investors but it still has some drawbacks. The research 

team at Paradigm has come up with some innovative solutions to the NFT liquidity problem. 

 

1.  RICKS 

RICKS (Recurrently Issued Collectively Kept Shards) is a fractionization protocol that 

addresses the reconstitution issue while avoiding the liquidity shortage and coordination 

problems of buyout auctions. According to the protocol the user stakes an NFT in a smart 

contract and receives an initial issue of RICKS tokens. The contract then issues additional 

RICKS tokens at a set rate which investors can purchase with ETH at an auction. The 

proceeds are distributed to the original RICKS holders on a pro-rata basis. Investors 

interested in purchasing the NFT can accumulate shares by bidding on RICKS at each 

auction. 

 

Suppose Alice stakes an NFT worth 1,000 ETH using the RICKS protocol and receives 

100 RICKS tokens. Later she sells 50 RICKS to Bob. Eventually, the market price of the 

NFT rises to 100,000 ETH but sourcing enough liquidity for such a considerable amount 

would be difficult. At this point, Clara hopes to buy the NFT for 10,000 ETH. If Bob is happy 

with this offer which is still a 10x return but Alice wants to sell at no less than the market 

price, there is now a disagreement between the shard holders. 

 

Assuming that the RICKS protocol issues 1 new RICKS at 1% increments per day, Clara 

can bid at a valuation of 10,000 ETH, i.e. buy 1 RICKS for 100 ETH. If Alice does not want 

to sell the NFT, she can bid on the RICKS at slightly below her valuation (e.g. 900 ETH). 

There are two possible outcomes: 

1. Alice wins the auction and pays 450 ETH to Bob. She now has a holding of 51/101 

RICKS. 

2. Clara raises her valuation and wins by bidding 1,000 ETH. She then pays 500 

ETH to Alice and Bob and now holds 1/101 RICKS. 

Unlike All-or-Nothing buyout auctions, this design divides the game between the 

counterparties into multiple auctions instead of a single auction. Auction participants can 

adjust their offer each time according to the latest market information. In terms of the 

average over time, RICKS’ auction prices better reflect market prices and lead to 

satisfactory results for multiple parties. 
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In the event that after multiple auctions, Clara’s RICKS holdings reach 99% (the 

percentage can vary), a claiming process can be triggered. In this process, the RICKS 

protocol uses a random walk lottery mechanism (Martingale shares) to determine whether 

to transfer the NFT from Alice to Clara. Clara will have a 99% probability of obtaining the 

1% of RICKS held by Alice, the remaining holder, and thus ownership of the NFT. There is 

a 1% chance that Clara will not only fail to obtain the NFT but also have to return a 1% 

share of the RICKS from her holding to Alice.   This mechanism, known as a “coin flip”, 

means that Clara cannot buy the NFT outright; some luck is required. Based on 

mathematical proof, with 99% of the RICKS, Clara has a 99% probability of obtaining the 

NFT. Paradigm researchers assert that this approach is fairer from the standpoint of 

expected value. 

 

2. Martingale Shares 

As mentioned above, Martingale shares or ‘Mortys’, are a thought experiment that 

facilitates an equitable distribution mechanism based on a random walk process.  If Alice 

wishes to obtain liquidity from a locked NFT but does not want to be forced to sell the NFT 

at an unreasonable price, she can use a martingale protocol.  The Martingale protocol will 

initially issue a certain amount of ‘Mortys’  after Alice stakes the NFT and Alice can sell a 

portion of her Mortys to a counterparty.  Alice then performs a random flip (“coin flip”) once 

a day, with the probability of the coin coming up heads equal to the proportion of Mortys 

she holds. If the coin comes up heads, Alice exchanges 1 Morty with the counterparty for 

liquid shards. Conversely, if it comes up tails, she redeems 1 Morty from the counterparty 

using liquid shards.  If Alice holds 0 Mortys, ownership of the NFT goes to the counterparty. 

If she holds all the Mortys, Alice redeems the NFT, and the process ends.  Alice can adjust 

the coin flip probability in her favour by actively buying Mortys from the counterparty 

accounting for market conditions.  In Figure 3, Alice initially holds 50% of the Martingale 

shares. In a set of random walk samples, she has a 50% probability of redemption 

(obtaining 100 Mortys). 
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Figure 3. Martingale Protocol Random Walk and Expectation (Image Credit: Paradigm) 

 

3. Floor Price Perpetual Contracts 

In addition to the improvements to the NFT fractionization protocol discussed above, 

Paradigm has put forward the idea of the perpetual contract anchored to the NFT floor 

price, which can be used to hedge against NFT downside risk or add upside leverage. 

 

The floor price represents the underlying value of a collection of NFTs. Users can stake an 

NFT to a floor price perpetual contract, which will mint floor price perpetual contract tokens 

(“perps”) at the floor price of the NFT collection. Since the market price of an NFT is never 

less than the floor price, the theoretical market value of a collateralized NFT is always 

greater than the market value of the perps. 

 

Figure 4 shows the example of an investor who stakes an NFT with a market value of 25 

ETH and receives perps with a market value of 20 ETH (at “0” on the time axis). 
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Figure 4. NFT Value vs Perp Value in a Floor Price Perpetual Contract (Image Credit: 

Paradigm) 

 

Suppose said investor predicts that the NFT will fall in value and sells the perps for 20 ETH. 

When sure enough, the NFT floor price drops to 10 ETH and the collateralized NFT slides 

to 15 ETH, the user buys back the perps for 10 ETH. As the perps correspond to the NFT 

valued at 15 ETH, the investor still has total assets of 20-10+15=25 ETH. 

 

Now suppose that, instead, the user predicted a rise in the NFT market and that their 

staked NFT would have a greater upside than the floor price, so they held perps. When as 

predicted, the floor price rises to 30 ETH and the staked NFT climbs to 65 ETH, the user 

could borrow 10 ETH to redeem perps and then redeem the NFT worth 65 ETH with the 

perps, leaving them with remaining assets worth 55 ETH. 

 

The floor price perpetual contract is a more feasible solution in theory. But one should be 

focused on preventing the manipulation of floor price information sources. It is worth 

exploring how this mechanism can be leveraged in combination with floor price information 

sources like NFTX. Floor perpetuals also offer some sophisticated designs for liquidating 

and preventing buyers and sellers from liquidating in the event there is no liquidity. 
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Chapter 4 Regulation of NFT 

Financialization 
 

On March 2, 2022, Bloomberg published an article1 stating that the U.S. Securities and 

Exchange Commission (SEC) is scrutinizing whether NFTs are being utilized to raise 

finance like traditional securities, focusing specifically on fractional NFTs.  Based on the 

four criteria of the Howey test, there is a tangible possibility that currently traded and 

circulated fractionalized NFT tokens could be regulated as securities under the SEC. Just 

going by the Howey test alone in attempting to determine the financial attributes of NFTs 

or their corresponding shards, then it’s likely that exemptions could be obtained in many 

cases for the reason that the fourth condition (expectation of profit derived from the efforts 

of others) is not met. This would depend on having in place an incentive model as part of 

a stakeholder economy.  

 

Still at an extremely early stage of innovation, NFT technology have yet to evolve beyond 

the simplest of investment products in its financial activity. This only encourages the 

determination that it is being utilized for raising finance. If NFT technology begins to support 

an expanded definition of ownership so that NFT holders are not merely investors 

expecting profits, but enjoy certain rights to jointly maintain and enhance the value of NFT 

tokens by dint of their ownership of NFTs or shards, then this technology could not be 

considered a simple security utilized for investment and financing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/sec-scrutinizes-nft-market-over-illegal-crypto-token-offerings-1.1731604 
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Chapter 5 Reflections and 

Conclusion 
 

This paper outlines several requirements of NFT investors in terms of access to liquidity 

and introduces three types of liquidity protocols, namely NFT liquidity pooling protocols, 

NFT fractionization protocols and NFT lending protocols. The NFT liquidity pool protocol 

averages the prices of invested NFTs, resulting in arbitrage opportunities and assets in the 

liquidity pool converging towards the floor price of the particular NFT collection to which 

they belong. The protocol is suited to NFT collections with the same or similar prices. NFT 

fractionization protocols can help high-priced NFT holders gain better access to liquidity 

while retaining ownership. They also allow more efficient pricing of NFTs via the market 

price of shards. However, NFT fractionization protocols face the problem of reconstitution 

and buyout auctions designed to solve this issue have drawbacks like high capital 

thresholds and difficulty coordinating holders. NFT lending protocols, meanwhile, are less 

efficient for matching counterparties. 

 

Paradigm’s research team has proposed several solutions to the NFT liquidity problem. 

One such solution, RICKS, is a game process that divides the single buyout auction game 

process into multiple auctions and introduces randomness at the NFT claiming stage. This 

design reduces the size of single on-chain transactions and utilizes a Martingale algorithm 

to more fairly distribute the probability of fractional holders claiming a whole NFT. The 

Martingale protocol can also be harnessed to obtain desired liquidity for NFT holders. The 

proportion of Martingale tokens owned by the holder is equal to the probability that they 

can redeem the NFT in the future, which is considered a fair transaction mechanism. 

What’s more, floor price perpetual contracts provide NFT investors with a financial tool for 

hedging risk or leveraged investing. 

 

As far as the regulation of NFTs is concerned, the SEC is currently reviewing whether they 

are being used for financing, and there is the danger that fungible tokens issued for NFTs 

will be regulated under the securities laws. Exemptions may be obtainable providing the 

existence of a stakeholder mechanism that mitigates the Howey test conditions of an 

expectation of profit derived from the efforts of others. 
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Disclaimer 
The information contained in this document has been compiled by HashKey Group (as defined below) 

from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty express or implied is made 

by HashKey Group, its affiliates or any other person as to its fairness, reasonableness, reliability, 

accuracy, completeness or correctness. All illustrations, examples or forward-looking information (if 

any) contained in this document have been provided in good faith for illustrative purposes only as of 

the date of this document, and are not intended to serve as, and must not be relied upon as, a 

guarantee, an assurance, a prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability. Whilst efforts 

are made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the information contained in this document 

at the time of publication, errors or omissions may occur. Past performance is not a guide to future 

performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. HashKey 

Group reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions, and to change or update information at 

any time without prior notice. 

 

Each legal jurisdiction has its own laws regulating the types of investments and/or services which 

may be offered to its residents and/or in its jurisdiction, as well as the process for doing so. As a 

result, certain investment products or services discussed in this document may not be eligible for 

sale or offered in some jurisdictions. This document is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer 

to purchase any investments or services. Unless otherwise specified, HashKey Group does not hold 

itself out to be licensed to carry on regulated activities in any jurisdiction. Additionally, providing this 

material is not, and under no circumstances should be construed to act as a regulated business in 

any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on such regulated 

business in that jurisdiction. 

 

Nothing in this document constitutes legal, accounting, or tax advice, and you are advised to seek 

independent legal, tax and accounting advice prior to acting upon anything contained in this 

document. The contents of this material have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority. 

Investors are advised to exercise caution in relation to any investments or services in relation to this 

document. If you are in doubt about any of the contents of this material, you should obtain 

independent professional advice. 

 

To the full extent permitted by law, neither HashKey Group nor any of its affiliates accepts any liability 

whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or the 

information contained herein. No information contained in this document may be reproduced or 

copied by any means without the prior written consent of HashKey Group. 

 

“HashKey Group” is a brand name to describe any one or more entities of the group companies 

composed of HashKey Digital Asset Group Limited and its Affiliates. 
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About 
HashKey Group is Asia’s leading end-to-end digital asset management and finance house. 

Headquartered in Hong Kong and with operations in Singapore and Tokyo, HashKey 

Group empowers institutional investors to capture high-potential investment opportunities 

in digital assets and blockchain technology. The company’s core businesses include a 

proposed digital asset exchange, a full-service brokerage platform, an institutional-grade 

custody service and a venture capital fund invested in blockchain companies and digital 

asset projects globally. 

 

HashKey provides unparalleled access to blockchain research, developers, and 

technologies. HashKey also has extensive partnerships with leading FinTech ventures, 

academic institutions, and industry associations. 

 

With a top senior leadership team bringing decades of investment and trading experience, 

strong business execution and deep market insights, HashKey has a firmwide commitment 

to upholding the highest compliance and regulatory standards in the digital assets 

economy. 

 

For more information 
www.hashkey.com 

contact@hashkey.com  
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